The most common criteria for the determination of the radius of convergence of a power series A0 4 Axx -\-A.2x2 + • ■ • are based upon well known convergencetheorems of Cauchy and involve expressions containing at most two coefficients of the series.
According to one criterion the radius of convergence is the limit of l^l"1'"! or, in case no limit exists, the reciprocal of the greatest affix of any point of condensation of the sequence \AlJ"\, (n = 1, 2 , S , ■ ■ ■) . Cauchy's ratio test, on the other hand, gives the radius of convergence only when 1.4^.4 _J approaches a limit, the reciprocal of which is then the desired radius.f But though the first criterion is perfectly general and of the highest value for theoretical investigations, it nevertheless has little superiority as a practical test for the determination of the radius of convergence of a given series. For when |^.n/^lii_1| approaches a limit, the two criteria are of equal import, and the ratiotest is commonly used, being easier of application.
On the other hand, in most cases when no limit for the ratio exists, the determination of the limit of \A^"\, or of its points of condensation, is extremely difficult,J as, for example, when more than two coefficients are connected in the law governing their formation.
The object of this paper is to establish certain criteria for the convergence of a power series when the (n 4 l)th coefficient An is connected with the preceding coefficients by a linear relation which tends to take a limiting form as n increases indefinitely.
The criteria obtained include Cauchy's ratio test as a special case and may, indeed, be regarded as an extension of that test.
They are applicable in many cases in which the simple ratio-test fails.
One special class of series to which they apply (see sections 7 and 8) has been previously considered by * Presented to the Society February 24, 1900. Received for publication May 30, 1900. t When the ratio fails to approach a limiting value, only a minor limit to the radius of convergence is obtained from the sequence \A*-ijAn\ ■ X An exception worthy of note is a series in which Au does not approach a limiting value but has a finite upper limit. The radius of convergence is then equal to unity.
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Another application, which will be made in a subsequent paper, is to the subject of linear differential equations.
The linear criteria can also be extended to power series in two or more variables.
The last two theorems of the present paper give the extension for the case of two variables, and may be of some interest, inasmuch as criteria for the convergence of power series in two or more variables seem as yet to be very rare, f 1. Simple proof of convergence.
Consider a series :
(1) S = A0 + Axx + A2xr + ■■■, in which after some fixed term every p + 1 consecutive coefficients are connected by a linear relation :
(2) A = bfA , + Vf A , + ••■ + b^A .
If the coefficients b(f in this relation, as n indefinitely increases, converge toward fixed limits b., the series must converge for values of x other than zero. A simple proof of this is as follows.
According to the hypothesis of the existence of a limiting form for (2), if we arbitrarily prescribe a small positive quantity e , an integer m can be found such that for n =ë m the moduli of the p differences g(») -b w[\\ all ke less than e. Denote now with b' the greatest of the quantities 16.1 + e and with A' the greatest of the moduli \A 1,1-4 , .1, • • •, \A .1.
Then since for ti = m every |&("'j < b' , it follows first from (2) , by putting n = m , that \K\<vh'A' ■ Hence if c is the larger of the two quantities pb' and 1, none of the p moduli from \Am_ +,| to \Am\ inclusive can exceed cA'. Placing next n = m + 1 in (2), we find that IA»+il <pb'cA'^c2A'
and, continuing in the same manner, we have in general \A A <ci+lA'.
Therefore after the first m terms of (1) the moduli of the successive terms will be less than the corresponding terms of 4'cx"' + A'c2xm+l + A'c3x'"+2 + ■■■. *Liouville's Journal, ser. 4, vol. 8. Tin a dissertation published in volume 34 of the Mathematische Annaleu J. Horn has given criteria of an entirely different character for the convergence of certain series which he terms hypergeometric series in two or more variables.
The latter series obviously converges for lx\ < 1/c.
It follows that S must converge within a circle of radius 1/c having its center at the origin.
2. On the formation of the coefficients.
For many purposes a simple proof such as this of the convergence of S gives all that is desired, although only a minor limit for the radius of convergence has been found.
The proof, for example, suffices as an existence-theorem in certain simple cases in the theory of linear differential equations.
To determine, however, what the radius of convergence is, another line of proof must be adopted. Beginning with the (q 4 2)th term of the series, each coefficient is obtained from the preceding coefficients by the recurring relation :
Conversely, if, after some fixed point in a series, the coefficients are connected by the relation (3), the series is the expansion of some rational fraction G(x)jBfx) whose denominator B fx) is the polynomial 1 -bxx -• • • -b x*, A particular case which we shall have occasion to use is the series for 1/B (x), the first few coefficients of which are obtained from the equations :
V'o > a2 = bxax 4-b2a0, a3 = bxa2 + b2ax 4-b3a0, etc.; the law for the formation of the coefficients may then be said to hold from the outset.
In any case, if the fraction has been expressed in its lowest terms, the radius of convergence of the series is equal to the distance from the origin to the nearest root (or roots) of B (x) = 0 .
Let us now return to our series S. The characteristic relation (2) may be written in the form : 
in which the parts independent of the e. are indicated by parentheses. If now, after the mth term, we should neglect all the quantities e., (¿=Sm), the series would be the expansion of some rational fraction G{x)jB (x) . As regards en , it will be observed that it enters explicitly into the successive coefficients of S in the combinations :
e" , &Ai. 6i(6iO + 62€» » ¿iIA&Ü + h2eJ + KÍKeJ + h> • • • i that is to say, in accordance with the law expressed in (4). If, therefore, the parts of the successive terms of S into which e explicitly enters should be collected, they would give a power series P(x) for e af/jB (x) . The portion of the series depending upon any subsequent e( gives in like manner the expansion of e x"/B (x) into a power series.
We conclude therefore that the coefficient of any power of x in the series S can be obtained by summing the coefficients of the same power of x in the various series which represent the respective members of the function :
The question whether it is permissible to rearrange S so as to put it into the form (8), or, in other words, whether F(x) and S are identical, will be considered later ( §5).
For the present it suffices that the coefficients of S can be obtained from (8) in the manner stated.
3. Fundamental proof of convergence.
We now proceed, with the aid of (8), to prove anew the convergence of S. According to our fundamental hypothesis the relation (5) tends with increasing n to take the form (3). If, therefore, any positive quantity e , however small, be prescribed, an integer m can be found such that for n = m every [e^'j will be less than e. To obtain a major limit to |^4J we shall have recourse to the following well known theorem : If a series i=0 License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use converges absolutely for \x\ = f, then |cj < <y^~" where 7 is some fixed number independent of n . Let f designate here any positive quantity smaller than the radius of convergence of the series for G(x),'B t(x) and for 1/2? (as) , and let 7 be taken sufficiently large that the inequality shall apply simultaneously to both series.
Since the first m coefficients of S are also coefficients of the series for
It follows then from (7), by putting n = m, that has a modulus smaller than do) 7 £±£) + 7 S + £) -7 <±±*?
To obtain a major limit for |em+2| and |-4m+,| we have only to replace m by m 4 1 and 7 by 7(1 + X) in (9) and (10) . Proceeding in this manner we obtain rm I, I x&+ X>* 14 I .'KL+X)!!1
From the last inequality it is evident that S must converge within the circle of convergence of (12) i + L+^x + (1+2x)2íb2+..., the radius of which is f/(l + X) . But by taking m sufficiently large the value of e and therefore of X may be made smaller than any assigned quantity, while | denotes any positive value smaller than the radius of convergence of the series for 1/B (x). The series S must therefore converge within a circle C whose radius is the distance from the origin to the nearest root (or roots, if several have equal moduli) of B (x) = 0 . The result thus reached may be recapitulated as follows :
I. Let a series A0 + A tx + A,x2 + • ■ • be given in which, after some fixed tenu, every p + 1 consecutive coefficients are connected by a linear relation : An = (6, + éf)An_x + (b2 + 4?)An_2 +... + {bp+ éf)An_p.
If for any arbitrarily assigned positive value e, an integer m can be found such that for n = m every \éf\ will be less than e, the series will converge within a circle C whose center is the origin and whose radius is the distance from the origin to the nearest root (or roots) of the polynomial :
A special case of this theorem is that in which p = 1 . The root of the polynomial, 1/6,, is then also the limit of An_fAn, and we have Cauchy's ratio test for the determination of the circle of convergence.
The linear relation with the smallest number of terms.
A necessary consequence of the equation (5) is the existence of similar relations containing a greater number of terms. For if in (5) we replace n by n + 1 and subtract the original equation multiplied with a constant a , we obtain 4*i-(»i+ « + ¿?+1))A-(¿2-«&i+<+1))4,-i-(-«*,+#il)K^-o in which the e'.H1) denote certain infinitesimals whose moduli may be made smaller than any assigned quantity by sufficiently increasing n.
But this is exactly the form for a linear relation corresponding to the polynomial (1 -ax)B (x) . We conclude therefore that for every polynomial which contains B fx) as a factor there exists a linear relation between the coefficients of S whose limiting form corresponds to this polynomial.
Suppose now that there is a linear relation of the same character as (5) but containing a smaller number of terms, say
Then by taking successively r = n + p -p, n + p -pi + 1 , • • •, n in this equation and subtracting the results multiplied into appropriate constants from (5), the last p -p' + 1 terms of (5) can be removed, and a relation is thereby obtained which connects only p coefficients of S.
This relation may then be combined with (13) so as still further to reduce the number of coefficients linearly connected, and so on.
It will be observed that the process is exactly parallel to that by which the highest common factor of the polynomials B fx) and B ,(
Since also the coefficients of xl and of An_. at the outset of the two processes differ only by infinitesimals, it is clear that the same holds true after the first subtractions.
It follows then by mathematical induction that they will differ also by infinitesimals at the close of the parallel processes.
If therefore there coexist two linear relations between the coefficients of S whose limiting forms correspond to two polynomials B fx) and B t,(x), there must also be a linear relation tohose limiting form corresponds to the highest common factor of these polynomials.
There can not, however, be two linear relations which correspond to pioly normals without a common polynomial factor.
For the last subtraction in the process of finding their highest common factor would give a constant as a remainder.
Consequently, to the last minuend and subtrahend there would correspond two linear relations whose limiting forms would differ only in a single coefficient, which is clearly impossible.
By combining the two results last italicized we conclude finally that there is a single characteristic linear relation betiveen the coefficients of S which contains a smaller number of coefficients than any similar expression.
Fundamental
expression for the function dvfined by the series.
We now return to the question whether the series S can be rearranged so as to take the form (8).
A sufficient condition for such a rearrangement is contained in the following theorem of Weierstrass :* Given a series :
-¿«,. [July (Rx) of radius Rx < R , then within the circle (R) the collective series can be expressed as a power series :
F=±Ax\ tl -i) in which the general coefficient An is the sum of the corresponding coefficients a n of the component series u .
In the collective series which we condensed in (8) uq+x is the power series for e +mx',+'"/B,i(x) , which converges within the circle C.
Within this circle the colto lective series F(x) evidently converges in the same manner as ^ exn . But the n=m latter, being a power series, converges uniformly within any circle concentric with its circle of convergence and having a smaller radius. We infer therefore the equivalence of our two expressions under the following condition :
If ^2 enxn converges within a circle whose radius is equal to or less than the ?f = tfi radius of C, the series S will within this circle be identical with F(x).
The inequalities (11) show that *¡T, ex" and S have a like connection with (12), and the former series, as well as S, must accordingly converge within the circle C.
Hence upon the hypothesis of a limiting form for our linear relation the function F(x) and the series S are identical within the circle C.
6. The radius of convergence.
One important inference can now be drawn from the form of (8).
If B (x) is taken to denote the polynomial which corresponds to the linear relation containing the minimum number of coefficients of S, the roots of Bt(x) will be, in general, singular points of the function defined by S.
Hence the distance pfrom the origin to the nearest root (or roots) of B fx) = 0 is in general the radius of convergence.
Attention should, however, be called to certain exceptional cases, in which the radius of convergence is greater than this distance.
This mav occur if one or more of the roots of B (x) Confining our attention to the part of the series which consists of the positive powers, we have a series which converges over the entire plane. Yet it is characterized by a limiting linear relation which corresponds to the polynomial 1 -x.
7. Series defining functions whose only singularities upon the circle of convergence are poles.
From inspection of (8) it is evident that all the singularities of the function defined by our series S which lie upon its circle of convergence will be poles when ^ ex" has a radius of convergence greater than that of S.
We shall show, conversely, that if a series defines a function lohose only singularities upon the circle of convergence are poles, the series is characterized by a limitoo ing linear relation, ^ enx" having a radius of convergence greater than the distance from the origin to the nearest root of the polynomial which corresponds to the linear relation.
To demonstrate the existence of a limiting linear relation, let the function be expressed as the sum of a rational fraction whose poles lie upon the circle of convergence and of a series C0 + C,x + C2x2 + • • • which converges beyond this circle.
We will denote the denominator of the rational fraction by B (x). Decompose the rational fractions into simple fractions Dfl + xa~rl)-ri and expand each simple fraction into a series in ascending powers of x. The (n + l)th coefficient will be
If now ri > r., we obtain from (14) \D.\ \D.\ r. + n-l ID. I = \D.\ ' r.
When, therefore, n is indefinitely increased, D.a becomes negligible in comparison with Dit.
We will accordingly resolve our rational fraction into two parts, the first of which is the sum of all simple fractions in which r\ has the maximum value, while the other part comprises the remaining fractions.
Let the expansions in series for the two parts be ^ C'x" and ^ C"x". If the former part consists of k simple fractions, we have (15) C\ = DXn + D2n + ---+ Dkn, a like equation holding for C"n. As n increases C"n becomes infinitesimal in comparison with each of the k components of C'u. The same is true of C"n_M = 1,2,
• • • , 7-), inasmuch as the ratio between Z^and D. _. , any two e. n. van vleck : on linear criteria [July corresponding components of C" and C"¡t_i , approaches a finite limit. We will show also that the same quantities become infinitesimal not simply in comparison with the components of the corresponding coefficients C'n_j but also in comparison with at least one of these coefficients.
If possible, suppose the contrary to hold, and consider the system of simul" taneous equations obtained by substituting n -1 , n -2 , • • • , n -k for n in (15).
When n is indefinitely increased, the left hand member of each equation should become an infinitesimal part of any term on the other side of the equation.
Introducing into the system the values of the D.n furnished by (14) But, by the preceding paragraphs, when n increases, C", C\', and the two parentheses must become an infinitesimal part of some of the preceding terms. There is therefore a linear relation which corresponds to the polynomial B ¡r(x) . The same must also be true of B ;(x) since it contains B ,(x) as a factor.
It has thus been shown that the existence of a limiting linear relation for which >.6.ai" has a greater radius of convergence than S is a necessary as well m=n as a sufficient condition that all the singularities on the circle of convergence should be poles.
The positions of the poles and their orders are determined by the polynomial B (x) which corresponds to the lowest linear relation of this character.
It is, however, to be emphasized that unless all the poles are of the first order, this will not be the limiting linear relation containing the smallest number of terms.
The latter is dependent only upon the poles of highest order. The second of these conditions can easily be shown to be a necessary one with the aid of our linear relation.
For this purpose subtract from the last column of A the preceding column multiplied into 5,, the second preceding column multiplied into b2 and so on. The constituents of the last column then become the quantities en+ +. (i = 0 , 1 , • • •, p).
They must therefore be less than l'l(p'T+F+i wnue eSLCa constituent of any preceding column is less than y/p'. The modulus of An ( must accordingly be less than Tlp"p(p'Y, in which T denotes an appropriate number independent of n. The desired conclusion now immediately follows.
Moreover |An J is less than r//3("+,) for any value of I.
*Hadamard, Liouville's Journal, ser. 4, vol. 8, p. 119.
The greatest affix of a point of condensation of the above sequence can therefore never exceed l/p'+1. ¡¡¡JtTo demonstrate that the conditions I and II together are sufficient, Had-AMARD proves successively the following three points : 1) When n increases |A .I1'" converges toward p~''.
2) Simultaneously the solutions of the system of equations (16) A+P+i + <>¿"+"+;-, + • • ' + xp'¿,+ í -0 (i=0,l..;p-l) approach definite limits,* these limits being the negatives of the coefficients b¿ of
3) e,l+r -An+f -bxA,i+j,_x-bAa
in which e decreases indefinitely as n increases. The last point shows that the singularities can be removed by multiplying the series with Bfx), and thus that they are poles. Hadamard has no occasion to explicitly note the existence of a limiting linear relation of the character here considered. This is, however, implied in 2). As regards the significance of the above three points, the first is used by Hadamard as a lemma by which to establish the second under the given conditions.
Logically, however, the second always carries with it the first, though the converse does not seem to be true.
If, in fact, la/'0! or [A ,, .1/1A .1 7 I p l I n-hljj?-II' I n, p-11 approaches the limit 1 jo'', we have
Hence the limit of |A;iK i_l\v,l+Jiov j = oois 1/p2'.-The third point carries with it the two preceding. It should be expressly noted that no one of the three points is necessary that there should be a limiting relation.
The second, however, suffices, and this fact suggests one method of determining the existence of a linear relation for a given series, namely, by an examination of the determinant ratios which are the solution of (16) to see whether for any value of p they converge toward definite limits.
9. The linear relation with an infinite number of terms.
The theory developed in the preceding sections can be extended in a restricted form to series whose coefficients satisfy a linear relation which tends to take the form : Suppose now that the quantities e'f and c. satisfy the following conditions :
(1) For any arbitrarily assigned positive quantity e an integer m can be found such that for n = m every le^l is less than e. With this value of X the argument of § 3 may now be repeated, and our series may thus be proved to converge within a circle having the origin as its center and a radius equal to the distance from the origin to the nearest singular point of l¡B(x). Criteria similar to I and II can be derived for the convergence of power series containing two or more variables.
This will be shown here only for the case of two variables, inasmuch as the theory is in every respect parallel for the case of more than two variables. Let
Bp(x, y) = 1 -Yfii/y11 (0 < i +j Sil»).
If the reciprocal of this polynomial be expanded into a series (19) 1 4-Axox 4 AQXy 4-A2()x2 + Axxxy 4 A02y2 + ■■■, the coefficients of the terms of any given degree are obtained from the coefficients of the terms of lower degree by means of the recurring relation :
If in any series such a relation holds after some fixed term, the series is the expansion of some rational function which has B (x, y) for its denominator. Consider now a series S of the form (19) in which every coefficient A., whose index sum i +j is equal to or exceeds some fixed integer M is derived from the coefficients having a smaller index sum by a relation of the form : Denote with R and R' the radii of any two circles in the x-and y-planes respectively which together constitute a domain of convergence for the series expanding G(x, y)/Bt(x , y) and Í/B' (x , y). Then if £ and r\ are any positive quantities smaller than R and R' respectively, the coefficient of x'yJ. in either series will be less than yf;''i]j, where 7 is some fixed number independent of i anAj. We have then \Av\<f!fn ii+J<M).
Suppose now that for any arbitrarily small e a value can be found for M such that for i +j=M, every f'f\ will be less than e. It will follow then from (20) We have therefore the following result:
III. Let a series ¿=0 J=0
be given in which every coefficient A., whose index sum i 4j exceeds a fixed number is obtained from the coefficients of smaller index -turn by a relation of the form =1(^ + ^)4,,/-,. (0<f+r£,). '/■ '■ If for any assigned positive value e, however small, an integer M can be found ■such that for i 4 j = M every \e^f\ is less than e , the serie* ivill converge at every point ivitliin Ike domain of convergence of P(x , y) = IjBXx, y) .
Upon the same hypothesis 8 can be proved to be identical with the function F(x, y) . The proof is based upon a generalization * of the theorem of Weier. strass cited in § 5. The form of (21) shows that if B (x, y) is irreducible, the above mentioned domain is, in general, the domain of convergence of >S, although we have not excluded the possibility of exceptional cases in which there may be a greater domain.
If B' (x) is reducible, a linear relation of lower order may correspond to one of its factors, from which a greater domain of convergence might be argued.
The domain of convergence of the series for 1/B (x, y) is fixed by the theorem of Weierstrass concerning the reciprocal of a power series. We have make \B (x, y)\ > 0 for ¡xl < \x'\ and \y\ < \y'\ . For definiteness and brevity the term radius of convergence * is sometimes applied to a power series in two variables, being used to designate the maximum quantity p such that the series converges if |aj| < p and \y\ < p . Its value is, in general, determined by B (x, y). Thus for the simple case in which B t(x , y) = 1 -bxx -b2y , the radius of convergence is obviously 1/(|6,| + |&,|) • Theorem III permits of extension in the same manner as I, giving the following result :
IV. Let a series * Biermann, loe. cit., p. 138.
